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Fuzel 2.0 - Introduce the world's first Animated Collage
Published on 01/30/14
Not A Basement Studio released version 2.0 of their popular Fuzel app for the iPhone
today. In this version, Fuzel continues raising the bar of collage making with the brand
new Animated Collage feature. For the first time ever, users can put photos together, add
music, and see the final collage play out in a fun and stylish fashion. This update also
includes a dozen of improvements and bug fixes to ensure the best collage making
experience in Fuzel.
Ho Chi Minh, Viet Nam - Not A Basement Studio has announced today the release of Fuzel
2.0, a major update of their popular collage making application. First launched 1 month
ago, Fuzel already has over 1 million users and was proudly featured as "Best New App" in
over 40 countries. In this version, Fuzel become the first app to introduce Animated
Collage, which lets users put photos together, add music, and see the final collage play
out stylishly. Animated Collage, together with many improvements and bug fixes, will
empower users to tell their amazing stories in a much more complete way.
Animated Collage
Unlike a normal slideshow that only display photos after photos, Fuzel's animated collages
know exactly which part of a photo users want to focus, based on that photo's position in
the collage. The app even analyzes the chosen song, and match the transition time between
photos to the beats for the best viewing experience. In the end, user will see their
photos in both collage form, and individually. This is particularly great for those with
beautifully-taken photos, who don't want to lose out the little details.
Discover
Discover is where users can view and get inspired by beautiful collages made by other
Fuzel users. All the collages featured in Discover are hand-picked among hundred thousands
of shared collages with #fuzel on Instagram, Facebook, or Twitter.
New Shuffle Mechanism
Layout Shuffle is one of the most loved new features in Fuzel - it lets users randomize
layouts smartly for the most suitable ones for their photos. In this new update, users now
have the option to choose between the Basic layouts, or the special Funky and Freeform
ones for more fun-looking collages.
New Login Methods
Fuzel now supports login via Twitter and email, in addition to Facebook. Just like before,
once users log in, Fuzel will remember all purchases made in Fuzel Stores and users can
easily restore these purchases later when they reinstall the app or change to a new
device.
Technical Requirements:
* iPhone 4 and above, iPod touch 5th generation and above
* Require iOS 7.0 or later
* Size: 60.2 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Fuzel is free to download and available worldwide in the iTunes App Store in the Photo &
Video category.
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Fuzel 2.0:
http://fuzelapp.com/
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/fuzel-awesome-collages-made/id735929423
Vimeo Video:
https://vimeo.com/84565623
Instagram:
http://instagram.com/fuzelapp
Screenshot:
http://a4.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple/v4/d1/b5/37/d1b5379c-1f5c-07c9-7cff-5152ca53f503/scree
n568x568.jpeg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r30/Purple4/v4/21/31/96/2131968ab087-b5e8-47b3-884d6427462d/mzl.hefzgrik.175x175-75.jpg

How do you describe Not A Basement Studio in one word? Passion. We love what we do and
we
do what we love. We love making life better, one app at a time. The key idea behind each
of our apps: usability. We don't develop stuffs just because they are cool. They also need
to be useful. How useful? The kind of usefulness that can last you months or even years.
After all, we use our own apps too, and we don't accept mediocrity. Though we choose the
long route, our product philosophy really paid off over time. Most of our apps has been
featured as "New & Noteworthy" by Apple multiple times, received rave reviews from major
news outlets such as TheNextWeb, Cult Of Mac, Cnet etc. Copyright (C) 2014 Not A Basement
Studio. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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